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ARMY LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION 
SO1 Med Plans  
Regional Command 
Montgomery House, 
Queens Avenue, 
Aldershot, Hants, 
GU11 2JN. 
E-Mail DII: Tessa.Grieves101@mod.uk 
 

 
 
 
See Distribution 
 

 
Reference: Pers Role/ALTA/IC 
 
Date: 04 Apr 18 
 

 
References: 
 
A. ALTL rules dated Mar 18.  
B. ALTA AGM dated 23 Feb 18. 
C.   JSP 752 Tri-Service Regulations for Expenses and Allowances  
D. 2017DIN10-023 Travel at Public Expense for Army Sport  

 
 
2018 ALTA LADIES INTER-CORPS ONE DAY TOURNAMENT – 15 MAY 18 

 
1. Introduction.  After a successful two years in succession the Army Lawn Tennis Association 
(ALTA) will hold the next Ladies Inter-Corps Try Tennis Event and Tournament on Tues 15 May 18 at 
the Aldershot Tennis Centre (ATC).  This event consists of coaching and then an Inter Corps 
tournament. It is hoped that each Arm/Service team will participate or make an amalgamated team.   
 
2. Officials. Initial coaching sessions will be conducted by Cpl Dave Perry. SSgt Bickerton will be 
the Inter Corps Tournament Referee. There will be no other officials or line judges. 
   
3. Format.  The number of players and teams attending will shape the format of the event. In 
general there will be 3 fun coaching sessions: Tennis & Doubles Strategies, Drills/Games and to 
sample Cardio Tennis. Following this there will be some form of round robin tournament depending 
upon numbers attending. 

 
4. Teams/Players. To maximise the effectiveness of the tournament, one team is initially invited to 
enter from each participating Arm/Service creating sufficient team play in one day. Should more players 
be available they are encouraged to attend. 
 
5. Teams require 4 players making two doubles pairs per Corps with 1st and 2nd pairings ideally 
based on ability. Secretaries should nominate a ladies team Captain and be co-ordinator for the team 
on the day, with full knowledge of players that are expected to attend and have access to their player 
contact numbers should they be delayed. Player instructions are listed at Enclosure 1. Reserve players 
can play on the basis of up to 2 reserves per team. Secretaries should confirm team attendance and 
exact numbers attending at Annex A by NLT Fri 4 May 18 to help assist with administrative 
arrangements. Should teams not have enough players to make up a Corps team, a mixed team can be 
made between any remaining players but any reserves cannot be guaranteed that they will secure a 
mixed team place and may have to be used as a reserve for their own Corps team. Secretaries are to 
provide individual names should a full team not be provided.  
 
6. Additional team places may be offered to Arms and Services who may have sufficient players to 
enter another full team but this will be dependent upon withdrawal of other teams.  
 
7. Eligibility. Regular and Reservist staff are eligible as per Para 3 of Ref A.  
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20170203.1/JSP752_Part1_V33_Jan18.pdf
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSsports/2017/2017DIN10-023.pdf
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8. Entry Fees.  There are no entry fees as this competition is covered from within existing ALTL 
annual team subscriptions. 
 
9. Order of Play & Timings.  Timings are: 
 

0830hrs – ATC garage to be opened. 
0845hrs – Individual and Team registration by Captains. 
0915hrs - Player brief.  
0930-1130 – Coaching including short tennis. 
1145-1500hrs - Round robin & Final. (lunch provided in between matches) 
1500-1730hrs - Estimated Prize giving, dependent upon team numbers.  

 
10. The tournament referees will provide a proposed order of play and where possible teams should 
attempt to stick to the playing and court schedule unless instructed otherwise.  
 
11. Prize Giving. The ALTA Deputy Chairman (Lt Col Grieves) will present the prizes on the day. 
SSgt Bickerton is to arrange prizes for the winning teams in accordance with the Ref B. 

 
12. Media/PR/Comms.  

 
a. It is requested that Lt Col Herlihy advertise across the ALTA comms platforms pre event 
and publish the results post event and arrange for the tournament to be published on the ALTA 
website and the ASCB Downrep. 
 
b. Lt Col Grieves will liaise with Soldier magazine and Sixth Sense for subsequent reporting 
of the event. 

 
13. Refreshments/Food.  Tea/coffee/squash will be provided throughout the day. A light tennis 
lunch will be provided and Lt Col (Retd) Herlihy is requested to book hot food and a vegetarian option 
based on the numbers of teams entering for delivery at 1200hrs. Lt Col Grieves will confirm the number 
of teams attending on 7 May 18. This lunch is to be charged to the ALTL account. No evening meal is 
provided.  

 
14.   Accommodation/Facilities. Players requiring accommodation are to arrange it themselves and 
should be aware that that Service transit accommodation within Aldershot Garrison is very limited.  
Some transit accommodation is available in St Omer Barracks and there is sometimes space within the 
Garrison Officers’ and WO & Sgts’ Messes.  Any request for accommodation should be addressed 
through the CABS booking office which is on Tel: 01252 354503 or by Fax: 01252 352169. The Army 
hockey centre changing room showers should be working but other shower facilities are also available 
in the Aldershot main gym adjacent to the ATC. 

15. Travel. Travel claims for representative sport can be made via JPA. Travel claims are authorised 
in accordance with Refs C & D and this letter should be quoted as authority for travel if required. 
Service owned or hired road transport should be used when the MTO/TCO is satisfied this would be 
the most economical means of travel (which may include Air travel from NI if it is the cheapest way to 
travel). Alternatively, rail warrants or MMA at PTR may be claimed, together with the appropriate rate of 
passenger allowance for each eligible passenger. In all cases, claimants use their own unit UIN, but 
select Claimant Type ‘Representative Sport’. Underneath, there is a ‘Justification’ free text box in 
which you must enter the sport, event and date. This will ensure the cost is charged to the RSTB. If 
this is not done the claim may be rejected.   

 
16. Unit Routine Orders/Injury/Insurance.  All players are to ensure that when they are 
representing their Arm/Corps in a representative sports match that it is published on Unit Routine 
Orders or appropriate unit JPA move and track processes. This action will ensure players have MOD 
insurance cover in the event of injury. In the event of an injury players must report the incident/injury to 
their medical officer and complete the MOD Form 510. By completing this form, and the fact that the 
injury was sustained on duty will assist any future claim that the player may have for a service 
attributable pension depending upon circumstance/incident. Players should also consider taking out 
additional personal accident cover as an additional measure. 
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17. Risk Assessment & Emergency Procedures.  The coaches and tournament referee will 
conduct a risk assessment for the courts. If there are any concerns or restrictions which would prevent 
the event commencing the organisers and referee may decide to stop play should there be significant 
risk to players. During matches, all players are responsible for ensuring safe play and should highlight 
circumstances such as balls rolling back into the ‘playing area’. Additionally each team is responsible 
for the provision of drink during matches to avoid dehydration. Currently it is not advised to use the 
water fountains at the ATC. Water can be obtained from the adjacent Hockey Centre. In the event of an 
accident, the Emergency Services have vehicular access up to the front door of the ATC. Players can 
use their mobiles to contact emergency services or go directly to the guardroom adjacent to the ATC to 
initiate an emergency response as appropriate. A small first aid kit will be available in the ATC for minor 
injuries but it preferable that team captains and players have sufficient first aid equipment to meet their 
teams and personal needs commensurate with playing several hours of tennis. 
 
18. Security. Players should not leave any valuables unattended and in the interests of security and 
Op Wide-awake procedures, it is recommended players bags and belongings are held with the players 
at all times. Anything suspicious should be reported to the referees.  
 
19. Additional Administration.  The following tasks are required: 

 
a. The Lt Col (Ret’ d) Herlihy is requested to: 

 
1. Confirm the booking of the outdoor courts from 0915-1730hrs and the contractor be 

requested to check the serviceability of the nets including centre straps before the 
event. 

2. Provide the green ALTA flag for the presentation table.  

3. Arrange for the Army hockey centre to be open or keys made available to the referees 
before the event. 
4. Provide 27 tins of Slazenger balls for the tournament charged to the ALTL account. 

 
b. SSgt Bickerton will provide the organisers materials including pens, Non-permanent 
markers, Sellotape, scissors etc.  

 
c. SSgt Bickerton will provide the team score sheets, order of play and tournament format 
tables and run the competition schedule. 

 
20. I look forward to hearing from Secretaries by 4 May 18. 
 
 
{Original signed} 
 
TJ Grieves RRC  
Lt Col 
ALTA Deputy Chairman 

 
  Annex: 
  
A. Entry Form 

 
 

Enclosure: 
 
1. Player instructions. 
 
 
Distribution: 
 
ALTA Chairman 
ALTA Secretary  
ALTA Treasurer 
ALTA Comms rep  
AAC Tennis Secretary 
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AGC Tennis Secretary 
AMS Tennis Secretary 
CAMUS Tennis Secretary  
INF Tennis Secretary 
INT CORPS Tennis Secretary 
RA Tennis Secretary 
RAC Tennis Secretary 
RAPTC Tennis Secretary 
RLC Tennis Secretary 
RE Tennis Secretary 
REME Tennis Secretary 
R SIGNALS Tennis Secretary 
2 Med Bde units 
DMG units 

   
 
Information: 
 
ALTA Webmaster 
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ANNEX A to 
Pers Role/ALTA/IC  
Dated: 4 Apr 18 

 
 
 

ENTRY FORM 
 
 
 

From: Corps / Arms and Service Secretary:  
 
Name: nominated team captain (if known) :  

Name of player Rank Army Number Unit Players mobile 
number 

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    

 
 
Returns to: Tessa.Grieves101@mod.uk by COP 4 May 18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Tessa.Grieves101@mod.uk
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ALTA INTER-CORPS ONE DAY TOURNAMENT  
 
Team/Player Instructions 

 
Dress.  Where possible if players have Arm/Service tennis attire this should be worn, otherwise players 
are requested to wear ‘predominantly white’ dress code and appropriate footwear must be observed.  
Secretaries are to ensure that their players wear tennis shoes of the non-marking type especially if play 
occurs on the indoor courts.  
 
Group/Pool Format.  If there are 7 teams or less there will be single league table and a full round 
robin will occur. Should there be 8-13 teams there will be 2 league pools and after consolidation of the 
results from both pairs, the top team in each pool will go into a final play off for first and second. The 
tables below show an outline of possible formats but this will not be finalised until after team 
registration on the day.  
 
Mixed teams will not receive any prizes as they fail to provide a full Arm and Service team so are 
playing ineligible players but are still permitted to compete in the interest of participation. If a mixed cap 
badge team win a pool they will not proceed into a final and next eligible team will proceed into a final.   
 
The tournament referees will provide a proposed order of play and where possible teams should 
attempt to stick to the playing times and court schedule unless instructed otherwise. All timings are 
based on 3 x 20 minute matches per hour per court. A pairs will play on outdoor courts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
and B pairs play on outdoor courts 7, 8, 9 and 10 outdoors and indoor. There are only 9 outdoor courts 
as court 6 is a mini tennis court and not useable. 

 
Any team that have players arriving late and after 0930hrs will automatically forfeit the fixture 7-0 
unless a reserve is available to play, to prevent any backlog of fixtures. 
 
All matches will be played outside. 
 
Match Format   
 
Prior to each game, both teams are to confirm they are playing the correct opposition from the correct 
pool.  
 
Maximum of 2 mins warm up for each match. 
 
All matches will be a short 7 game format and at Deuce there will be no Ad and play will go 
immediately into sudden death with choice of serving to the Ad or Deuce court, going to the receiving 
pair. Play stops after 7 games, therefore scores could range from 7-0 to 4-3. If at 4-3, there has been 
no break of serve the rubber will be drawn, if there has been a break of serve the score stands and the 
team on 4 gets the 2 points. 
 
Reserves can only be switched at the start of each match. If an injury occurs to a player during the 
match, the reserve cannot be used at this stage. Once a reserve is committed to either a 1st or 2nd 
pairing the reserve cannot switch back to the alternate pairing and players cannot move between 
pairings. ie a player in the 1st pair who is replaced can only return to play in the 1st pair and is ineligible 
to play for the 2nd pair.  
 
The highest scoring pair is to record the match scores on their scorecard and return the score cards to 
the tournament referees. They will be awarded 2 points for a win, one point for a draw and nothing for a 
defeat but maximising rubbers achieved can be critical.  
 
Any pairs withdrawing or failing to fulfil the games, all fixtures will either be expunged or amended to 7-
0 depending upon circumstances. 
 

Enclosure 1 
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The overall score of each team will be based on the combined point scores of the 1st and 2nd pairs. In 
the event of a tie for first place the result will be based on the result of the head-to-head match followed 
by the positive difference between games won and lost. If this does not produce an overall winner, the 
first pairs only of the teams involved are to play a 7 point tie-break to produce a winner.    

 
Depending upon event format, the turnaround for teams could be very quick. Players are requested to 
check the availability of the other team once the scores have been returned to the referees. It is 
requested that players do not spend any significant time away from the ATC which may delay the 
playing schedule.  If a player cannot be found and is delaying play for more than 30 mins, the referees 
may choose to award a 7-0 win to the waiting team. This should be the exception.  
 
Tennis Balls   
 
Four Slazenger Championship tennis balls will be provided on each court. The referees will change the 
balls midway through the tournament with all old balls being returned to the referees in the tins 
provided. 
 
At the end of each fixture please retrieve all balls for that court and place these balls at the foot of each 
net. If any balls are lost or damaged then inform the referees and these will be replaced as required. 
 
Players are requested not to take any new tins from the referee’s area without consultation. 

 
Food/Refreshments   
 
Although tea/coffee/squash will be provided throughout the day, it is advisable to bring your own fluids 
as required. Again a light lunch will be provided with small snacks and it is advisable to bring some 
additional sustenance. Players are to utilise the kitchen water taps for drinking fluid only. Local shops 
are not quickly accessible and players should come pre-prepared if they intend to bring their own food 
rather than purchase items in local shops during the tournament. 

 
Prize Giving 
 
Players are requested to remain until the end to support the teams receiving trophies and prizes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


